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Christmas Eve sermon

Luke 2:1-20

“Becoming Incarnate”

• There we were, my brother and I, standing there looking at the entry to 
the crawl space going underneath our childhood house
• We were likely in middle school or junior high age range, and we 

wanted to crawl under this house
• Yet we were having some second thoughts…
• It was dark under there, you could not see very well with the small flash 

light we carried
• It was small enough you had to crawl on your belly for a lot of the time, 

so there was no quick escape if something goes wrong
• Bugs, spiders, snakes, wasps, dead raccoons, living raccoons… Who 

knew what we were about to face?
• And it was going to be so messy and dirty- the red muddy Arkansas dirt 

in this dank crawlspace at the bottom of a small hill
• But if we did this, the pay off was huge.
• You see, we were trying to run a speaker wire from my bedroom to his
• It was all a part of a larger plan to use both of our stereos to play our 

music even louder than before
• Long before the days of wifi, bluetooth, or apple play
• And we figured that if we ran this wire between our rooms, all of our 

speakers would be blasting the same music at the same time!
• Thus achieving a “whole n’other level” of awesome
• Much to my parents chagrin, we hooked up those stereos and played 

our music loud- at least until we could no longer agree on what to play
• We had managed our way into the darkness, endured the tight space, 

and got very muddy in the process
• I do not know what it means for a God of limitless ability, who 

encompasses the vast expanse of interstellar space and time
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• To enter this small, dark, confining world of flesh, time, geography, and 
mud

• But I imagine that at some point in a timeless moment, God thought, this 
is going to get messy and dirty.

• Yet for God, this incarnation was going to be worth it, the pay off was big
• God was going to reconnect us to our creator by coming to us directly 

and personally
• And right from the beginning, God chose to enter this world through the 

natural birth process
• Which is anything but clean, anything but quiet and calm
• God was born to Mary and Joseph, members of the working poor
• They were unmarried, they were not citizens, they had almost no rights
• To make matters worse, they were traveling to Bethlehem to be 

registered
• And that most certainly means taxes1

• Another financial burden for this peasant family
• With so many people coming into the area, the hotels and houses were 

full, and they had no place to stay on the night Mary went into labor
• Fortunately an Inn Keeper, while he had no rooms available, was 

generous enough to give them what he had
• A barn.  With animals and hay.  That probably smelled badly.  
• Barely able to keep out the cold breeze.
• And it was here Jesus, the incarnate creator, chose to enter our messy 

and dark world.
• It could have been a safe, clean palace with lots of servants, but instead 

it was a dirty, unsanitary barn
• It was anything but clean.
• Here God came, and I don’t think any of it was accidental
• Because if there is a theme to God’s entry into our world- it is the theme 

of vulnerability
• And I want to talk a little about that tonight- about vulnerability
• Not only as a newborn baby, completely dependent upon his mother 

and father to survive
• But vulnerable to the political powers that existed in this time and place
• God, the omnipotent creator, made vulnerable to almost every way to all 

of what creation and humankind could bring

 http://www.pulpitfiction.us/show-notes/199-christmas-a-dec-25-20161
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• With only the protection of a loving mother and father
• And I have to wonder- what is so important about being vulnerable? 
• If I were honest, I spend most of my time instinctively trying to be less 

vulnerable- to be safe, comfortable, and at rest
• Why did God wait for the time to be just right, and then come along side 

of us in this counter-intuitive way? 
• I stumbled upon a possible answer to this question regarding vulnerability 

in a surprising place: it was a TED talk by Brene Brown2

• If you’re not familiar with TED talks, I recommend them- they are easily 
digestible talks about technology, culture, biology- you name it

• There’s even a Podcast  for it- I encourage you to investigate and I’ll put 3

the links in the sermon outline that will be on the website later
• Brene Brown: researcher at the University of Houston Graduate College 

of Social Work4

• She begins her TED talk titled “The Power of Vulnerability”  with stating 
that after being a social worker for 10 years

• You realize that connection, being connected with other people, is why 
we are here, and what “gives purpose and meaning to our lives”

• She says we are wired “neurobiologically” for that purpose.  
• And that the true, deep and meaningful connection to others comes out 

of us being wholehearted, authentic, and vulnerable.
• Vulnerability.  While it brings a risk of being hurt, and maybe even the 

guarantee of being hurt
• It is also the magic ingredient that enables joy, love, and connection.
• Now I have appreciated her talk before, I have even heard some 

jokingly say you cannot have an Episcopal Sermon without mention of 
her

• But thinking of this video in the context Christmas really resonated with 
me 

• That so much of this account of Jesus’ birth is all about God desiring, 
even still, to be in a relationship with us

• And God was willing to do what it takes- to be the most vulnerable, to 
get God’s hands dirty in the messiness of our lives and relationships

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCvmsMzlF7o&feature=youtu.be2

 http://www.npr.org/rss/podcast/podcast_detail.php?siteId=1514462183

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brené_Brown4
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• To be born a human in order to make that happen.
• To become incarnate.

• Now perhaps it starts to make a little more sense… for this is what God 
had been trying to do this for a long time
• From the start of creation, to Adam and Eve in the garden
• Through Abraham and his people
• With Moses, with the prophets, and even with the kings of ancient Israel
• Trying to form an relationship, a covenant
• Think about it- God spent millions of years creating and nurturing 

creation to this point when this type of connection can finally be made
• Joins us, but not as a powerful and fearful God king with ultimate 

authority, but as one of us: a baby.
• The polar opposite of everything the Roman Empire stood for, by the 

way, with its conquests and oppression
• This is what I believe Luke is trying to tell us as he goes to great lengths 

to situate Christ’s birth in history, and as a stark contrast to that history
• The gospel today goes through a whole list of historical contexts, and it 

is quite problematic if viewed literally 
• Luke may be called “the historian”, but he is not a very good one, his 

facts do not line up with other historical accounts5

• But frankly that is not his point- he is not trying to be a historian per se
• His whole point is to position Jesus’ birth as an event in history that 

ranks right up there with the powers that be
• That this historical event is just as- or more- important than who is 

currently the emperor, and who is the governor 6

• And that this birth will shake the world from the bottom all the way to the 
top

• And not only that, but such a humble, vulnerable birth of God only points 
out just how wrong all of that current power structure really is

• That God’s kingdom is different: that traveling, homeless peasants 
matter in the deepest and most important way possible

• Matter even more than kings and queens, with their armies and their 
wealth

• God entrusted God’s very life and wellbeing here on earth to us, 
knowing the risk and likely outcome

 http://www.pulpitfiction.us/show-notes/199-christmas-a-dec-25-20165
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• And I believe all in order reach us, to engage us in a deeper relationship 
only made possible by coming personally.

• All to live out a personal example of a new way of being human. 
• A new way of interacting with each other- with loving each other

• Then I look at myself and I wonder which path I tend to follow
• Do I spend more of my time protecting what I have and trying to become 

even more comfortable and isolated
• Or am I willing to be vulnerable with God and with people I meet here 

and beyond these walls
• I suppose that we all fall somewhere in the middle of this spectrumrene
• Yet I hope that this Christmas hearing the birth story one more time
• Hearing how God, the Word made flesh, chose to become one of us
• Vulnerable, connected, and loving
• Perhaps that can indeed encourage us to risk a little more too
• To start with a sense of compassion for our fellow human beings

• Whoever they are, wherever they are from, and whatever life 
circumstances they are in

• As the bishop said at the installation service a few weeks ago, how do 
we go from living like this [closed fisted]
• To like this [open arms]

• The birth of God’s only son, the Word made flesh, pushes us to follow 
God’s lead and find our own incarnational existence

• God’s very birth calls us to get our hands dirty, to live into our own 
humanity, step out into the mess that can be inter-personal relationships

• To reach out to others with a little vulnerability, a little compassion
• Because as God so elegantly understands, what we need is connection, 

both to God and to each other
• That is where we will find our joy, where our lives gain meaning
• Existing as the people God created us to be.
• I hope that this Christmas as we hear again of the miracle of God’s 

incarnation
• That we can risk a little, reach out to the stranger we meet, or even the 

family members we no longer see or talk with
• Maybe we can become a little more like Christ who came with great 

humility and vulnerability to reach out to us
• As we celebrate tonight the miracle of the Incarnation, of the infinite God 

becoming finitely human, a helpless and vulnerable baby
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• Maybe we all can become a little more incarnate, to be willing to get our 
hands dirty 

• For tonight, “to us is born a Savior, who is Christ the Lord”… “wrapped 
in bands of cloth and lying vulnerably in a manager”

Merry Christmas, and Amen.
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